Lewa, Tahu, and Gali buried under tons of rubble... Pohatu, Onua, and Turaga Whenua trapped in a cave with thousands of kraata... the Toa's first encounters with the Rahkshi have led to crushing defeat. Now only Kopaka stands between the Rahkshi and their goal: stopping the Seventh Toa from saving Mata Nui.

As Takua and Jaller search for the missing Toa, the heroes of Mata Nui wage a desperate struggle to protect them from the Rahkshi -- enemies of limitless power, who will stop at nothing to serve Makuta's will.

The shadows are closing in on Mata Nui... and there seems to be no Toa of Light in sight.

Note: This story takes place during the events of BIONICLE™ MASK OF LIGHT.
KOPAKA NAVA CAME HERE TO MEET WITH THE OTHER TOA AND PLAN STRATEGY AGAINST THE RAHKSHI.

THE RAHKSHI HAVE JUST CANCELLED THAT MEETING.

SIX OF THEM! AND I MUST FACE THEM ALONE!

At Last—TAKANUVA!
Lerakh is the first to make a move. His staff of power ready to poison whatever it touches.

HISSSSSS

Kopaka Nuva says nothing as he channels his awesome power through his ice blade.

The hearts of the Rakshi would be chilled by his silence... if they had hearts.

Lerakh never reaches his target.

WHAMMM!

The other Rakshi scatter. No longer sure who is the hunter and who the hunted.

Turanek's staff of power sends waves of dark energy at Kopaka Nuva...

Forcing the Toa of Ice to feel the cold touch of fear.

I can't beat them all... I'm going to fail.

Tahu will laugh at me... and Gali... and the others... even the Matoran will laugh...
NO! I WILL NOT BE DEFEATED! I WILL NOT GIVE IN TO FEAR! I...WILL...!

...NOT!!

HIISSSSSSS

UNNNHH! THIS RAHKSH'S STRENGTH IS TREMENDOUS! OR COULD IT BE...

I AM LOSING MINE. THIS CREATURE IS STEALING IT...
NO... IT CANNOT END LIKE THIS...

AND IT WILL NOT, BROTHER!

NO, TAHU! YOU WILL JUST BLUNDER IN AND MAKE THINGS WORSE!

WHAT? YOU WOULD HAVE BEEN TARAKAYA BAIT LONG AGO, GALI, WITHOUT ME!

HMMMM, NOT THE TIME FOR ANGERFIGHTING WITH EACH OTHER...

WE OWE THESE RAHKSHI SOMETHING FROM OUR LAST ENCOUNTER. IF NOT FOR TAHU'S MASK OF SHIELDING...

MAKUTA SHOULD HAVE TAUGHT HIS SONS' BETTER MANNERS.

I GUESS WE'LL HAVE TO QUICKLEARN THEM, TAHU.

I WILL SHOW THOSE RAHKSHI REAL POWER--

THAT RAHKSHI MUST BE CAUSING THE SHOUTLOUD UP HERE...

I WILL QUICKFIX THAT!
HIIIIIISSSS

OH, WHAT... WHAT WERE WE FIGHTING ABOUT, TAHU?

WHATEVER IT WAS, IT CAN WAIT UNTIL LATER. LET'S GO!

THE FIRST THING YOU RANKSHI NEED TO LEARN IS TO BATH REGULARLY...

THERE! THAT'S BETTER!

GALII! LOOK OUT!
LEWA! I CAN TURN THE ROCK TO MAGMA, BUT YOU MUST SAVE THE OTHERS!

DON'T WORRY, TAHU. I WILL SEND THEM QUICKSOARING.

TOA OF AIR, I PROMISE NEVER TO CALL YOU A BAG OF WIND AGAIN!

BUT WHERE ARE THE RAMSKIPS?
The Rahkshi took advantage of our distraction to escape. We must find Takua and Jaller before they do!

Onua and Pohatu are gone lost as well.

I believe we have just found our two brothers, Lewa.

Kaboommm!

It certainly sounds like them.

Brothers! Seal that cave now!

Two of the most powerful Toa stand together, though they have their differences. When there is danger, they move as one...

They act as one.
**8596 Takanuva**

Legend speaks of a Toa of Light who will save Mata Nui from darkness... and how he has arrived. Wearing the Kanohi Avoehkii, the Great Mask of Light, and carrying the Kolhii Staff of Light, he is prepared to challenge Makuta for the sake of all Matoran. He rides the Ussanui, a powerful vehicle energized by kraata that can track down the master of shadows wherever he lurks.

**8599 Makuta**

He dwells in darkness, far beneath the surface of Mata Nui - he is Makuta, lord of shadows, and most powerful enemy of the Toa. Using the power of the Kanohi Kraahkan and the Kolhii Staff of Darkness, he plans to defeat the Toa of Light and cast his shadow over Mata Nui for all time!
ULTIMATE VILLAIN!

8595 Takua and Pewku
Takua the Chronicler rides his Ussal crab, Pewku, on the search for the Seventh Toa! Always quick to go searching for adventure, Takua gets more than he bargained for when he stumbles on the Mask of Light. Will he find the legendary hero before the Rahkshi find him?

8594 Jaller and Gukka
Flying a Gukko bird isn’t easy, but no challenge is too great for Jaller, Captain of the Ta-Koro Guard! He leads the search for Takanuva, determined to save the Matoran from the shadows of Makuta. With only his courage and his kolhii staff, he braves every danger to fulfill his mission!

ENTER THE SEARCH FOR THE 7TH TOA SWEEPSTAKES

Go to www.BIONICLE.com for information on how you could win the Ultimate BIONICLE BASH at your house for you and 10 of your friends, including awesome prizes like a BIONICLE Van Visit, a Large Screen TV, a DVD Player, a Home Theatre System and BIONICLE prize packs for you and your friends!
AND NOTHING CAN STAND IN THEIR WAY!

GOOD WORK... THE KRAATA ARE SEALED IN FOR GOOD NOW... I HOPE.

ALL EXCEPT FOR THIS ONE... I CAUGHT HIM AS HE SLIPPED OUT.

HAVE A CARE, PŌHATU— THIS KRAATA HAS REACHED THE ULTIMATE STAGE OF ITS EVOLUTION.

OF ALL THE KRAATA, ONLY SUCH AS THESE CAN INFECTION MASKS FROM A DISTANCE. ONLY YOUR GRIP KEEPS IT FROM USING ITS POWER.

BUT WHERE THERE IS ONE, THERE MAY BE MORE...

WE MUST LEAVE YOU TO DEAL WITH THIS, TURAGA. THE RAHKSHA MUST BE STOPPED, AND STOPPED NOW!

THE TOA STRUGGLE WITH THE RAHKSHA ALL OVER MATA NUI FROM THE TUNNELS OF ONU-KORO.
...TO THE Icy PEAKS OF MOUNT HIU.

UNTIL, AT LAST, IN THE SHADOW OF KAIHALI...

THE THREAT OF THE RAHKSHI MUST END HERE!

BUT WE ARE SO EVENLY MATCHED... HOW CAN WE HOPE TO WIN?

THE SAME WAY WE ALWAYS HAVE—WE FIND A WAY.

DEFEND YOURSELVES! HERE THEY COME!

HISSSSS!

THAT LIGHT... SO BRIGHT! I CANNOT SEE!

IS THIS SOME NEW RAHKSHI TRICK?

WHAT—?

NO, BROTHERS. NO... IT IS WHAT WE HAVE WAITED FOR. AT LAST, LOOK!
I am Takanuva, the Toa of Light!
EVEN THE SONS OF MAKUTA COULD NOT STAND BEFORE THE NIGHT OF SEVEN TOA ASSEMBLED.

NOW AS THE NEW DAY DAWNS, TAKANUA PREPARES FOR A DANGEROUS JOURNEY TO THE LAIR OF MAKUTA.

WHAT IS MAKUTA'S... WILL RETURN TO HIM...

“ALREADY, I KNOW HE WAITS. WAITS FOR THE ONE WHO WILL FINALLY DEFEAT HIM AND FREE MATA NUI FROM HIS SHADOW.”

“But to end Makuta’s reign, both of us must become more than what we are.”
NO. IT IS MY DESTINY. YOURS IS HERE. WITH THE TURAGA AND MATORAN, GATHER THEM AND WAIT FOR MY RETURN.

WE WILL COME WITH YOU AND ADD OUR POWER TO YOURS!

BUT...

FAREWELL, MY BROTHERS.

YOU SEEM TROUBLED, TAHU. IS IT BECAUSE WE HAVE BEEN LEFT BEHIND?

NO, BROTHER. IT IS TAKANULVA. I SIMPLY CANNOT HELP BUT WONDER.

"WHAT IF HE DOES NOT RETURN?"

See the final struggle with Makuta... and learn the fate of Takanuva... in BIONICLE The Movie: Mask of Light, coming to video and DVD this month!

Then be back here in November for all-new BIONICLE action!
BE THE HERO - FEEL THE POWER

www.bionicle.com/thegame
Another Rahkshi Kaita? No, not quite. We discovered this beast in the Japanese LEGO Club Magazine. After we pick our jaws up off the floor, we agreed that we must share this awesome model with the rest of the world... what will you make?
The courageous would-be heroes, Jaller and Takua, face extreme elements from the searing heat of the jungle to the freezing blizzards of the mountain peaks. Calling upon amazing reserves of will and stamina, the brave adventurers must also overcome the hissing Rahkshi—unleashed by Makuta—who disperse anger, poison, fear and more among the Matoran. Will Jaller and Takua prevail?

The Rahkshi Are Unleashed!

Get It Only On DVD And Video September 16

Learn More About The Rahkshi At BIONICLEmovie.com